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According to a new report published by

The Insight Partners, titled “Cloud

Orchestration Market Share, Trends,

Industry Growth and Forecast, 2022-

2028,”

NEW YORK, UNITED STATES, November

24, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The

Cloud Orchestration Market size

expected to reach US$ 53.40 billion by

2028; registering at a CAGR of 21.5%

from 2022 to 2028, according to a new

research study conducted by The

Insight Partners. The market report

also focuses on Cloud Orchestration

market size, growth, share, segments,

manufacturers, and technologies, key

trends, market drivers, challenges,

standardization, deployment models,

opportunities, future roadmap and

global major leading industry players

with information. The research and analysis carried out in this marketing report assists clients to

forecast investment in an emerging market, expansion of market share or success of a new

product with the help of global market research analysis.

Download Exclusive Sample (PDF) Report: To Know the Impact of COVID-19 on this Industry@

https://www.theinsightpartners.com/sample/TIPTE100000726

Cloud is now recognized as a credible deployment model in the organization’s IT strategy. Two-

thirds of total end users across the world utilizing a cloud service are expecting to expand their

footprint over the next year. In 2021, the combined market share of Amazon, Microsoft, and
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Google in the global public cloud services market was more than 50%. Cloud service providers

are well-positioned to expand their global footprint while maintaining their innovation and

commercial leadership. Thus, the high adoption of cloud-based solution and services,

contributing to the cloud orchestration market growth.

Several investments in cloud orchestration market ecosystem are as follows:

In September 2021, cloud deployment service provider Qovery raised US$4 million in funding.

The company intends to support Google Cloud Platform as well.

In September 2021, RunX raised US$4.1 million to make cloud infrastructure deployment easier

for developers.

In July 2019, Google LLC acquired Elastifile, an enterprise cloud storage provider, to expand its

cloud-based file storage capabilities for enterprise-grade applications. The former company’s

current file storage offerings, third-party partner offerings, and Cloud Filestore were all

broadened due to this acquisition.

Thus, the rise in investments in global cloud-based technologies would fuel the growth of the

cloud orchestration market during the forecast period.

The Key Market Players Operating in the Cloud Orchestration Market that are profiled in the

report include Amazon Web Services, Inc.; BMC Software, Inc.; Cisco Systems, Inc.; DXC

Technology Company; Hewlett Packard Enterprise Company; IBM Corporation; Oracle

Corporation; Rackspace US, Inc.; ServiceNow, Inc.; and VMware, Inc. are among the key cloud

orchestration market players profiled during the market study. Several other major companies

were studied and analyzed during this research study to get a holistic view of the cloud

orchestration market and its ecosystem.

Buy Full Copy of this Report (Full TOC, List of Tables & Figures, and Chart) @

https://www.theinsightpartners.com/buy/TIPTE100000726

Many organizations across the world accept cloud services as a viable IT deployment model. The

most popular rationale for cloud adoption continues to be its flexibility and data security of the

cloud as a delivery platform. Many businesses have already migrated to one or more cloud

services, influencing others to uptake the cloud to gain a competitive advantage, is catalyzing the

cloud orchestration market growth. For instance, in July 2019, Amazon Web Services (AWS), a

cloud computing business of Amazon, launched its cloud solutions in Bahrain. Through the

debut of its services in this region, the company hopes to tap into the technical potential of

Middle Eastern businesses.
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The Global Cloud Orchestration Market studies offers a fundamental evaluation of the enterprise

inclusive of definitions, classifications, packages and enterprise chain structure. The Global Cloud

Orchestration Market Share evaluation is furnished for the worldwide markets inclusive of

improvement trends, aggressive panorama evaluation, and key areas improvement status.

Development regulations and plans are mentioned in addition to production strategies and

value systems also are analyzed. This document additionally states import/export consumption,

deliver and call for Figures, value, price, sales and gross margins. For every producer covered,

this document analyzes their Cloud Orchestration production sites, capacity, production, ex-

manufacturing unit price, sales and marketplace proportion in worldwide marketplace.

For More Information or Query or Customization before Buying, Visit @

https://www.theinsightpartners.com/inquiry/TIPTE100000726/?utm_source=EINPressWire&utm_

medium=10694

The Segments and Sub-Section of Cloud Orchestration Market are shown below:

By Service (Reporting & Analytics, Cloud Service Automation, Support & Maintenance, Training &

Consulting, and Integration), Deployment (Public Cloud, Hybrid Cloud, and Private Cloud)

By Application (Autoscaling, Compliance Auditing, Provisioning, and Others)

By Enterprise Size (Small and Medium Enterprise and Large Enterprise)

By Industry (BFSI, Education, Manufacturing, Government, Media & Entertainment, IT &

Telecommunication, and Others)

Region Included are: North America, Europe, Asia Pacific, Oceania, South America, Middle East &

Africa

Country Level Break-Up: United States, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Argentina, Colombia, Chile, South

Africa, Nigeria, Tunisia, Morocco, Germany, United Kingdom (UK), the Netherlands, Spain, Italy,

Belgium, Austria, Turkey, Russia, France, Poland, Israel, United Arab Emirates, Qatar, Saudi

Arabia, China, Japan, Taiwan, South Korea, Singapore, India, Australia and New Zealand etc.

The onset of the COVID-19 outbreak in 2020 accelerated the Information & Technology (ICT) and

its infrastructure activities across the world. Strict government regulations have led many

industrial verticals to shift their business models. Thus, many enterprises across verticals

adopted work-from-home model during the pandemic to maintain operational efficiency and

employee safety, which propelled the demand for collaboration-based solutions, such as

Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), contributing to the growth of cloud orchestration market.

Furthermore, the global lockdowns, caused by the outbreak, forced a large share of population
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to stay at home, which fueled the popularity of video-on-demand (VoD). Therefore, the need for

infrastructure as a service (IaaS) is increasing. In the cloud orchestration market ecosystem,

companies that provide VoD services, such as YouTube, Netflix, Amazon, Hulu, Twitch, Disney+,

and Apple TV, are expanding their offerings to meet the customers’ needs. Many organizations

are increasing their cloud spending budget by more than 50% amid COVID-19 pandemic. Thus,

the COVID-19 crisis is leading to an increased pace of cloud adoption, supporting the cloud

orchestration market growth substantially.

Do You Have Any Question, Speak To Research Analyst @

 https://www.theinsightpartners.com/speak-to-

analyst/TIPTE100000726?utm_source=EINPressWire&utm_medium=10694           

Thanks for reading this article; you can also get individual chapter wise section or region wise

report version like North America, Europe or Asia.
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